
the elite shower screen



Outasight offers a unique solution to over-bath 
and wetroom showering whilst retaining the style 
and aesthetic design of your bathing haven.
An award winning designed addition to any bathroom, the Outasight creates a 
stylish ‘space saving’ finish to any bathroom that fashions a stylish solution to 
‘permanently there’, bulky, unsightly shower screens.

The Outasight screen elevates your bathing experience by creating a perfect 
and sophisticated showering area that enables you indulge in daily bathing in 
a more functional manner without compromising the aesthetical harmony of 
your bathroom.

Expert design and function combine seamlessly to create perfection in 
showering solutions. Outasight is the ultimate choice; hand-picked by 
thousands of satisfied customers worldwide.

the best 
kept secret

Why Outasight?
• High grade non-corrosive metals
• Expertly manufactured anti-bacterial and 

anti-fungal acrylic pressed screen
• 100% watertight and water resistant
• Power shower proof
• Gentle-opening and retracting piston
• Stainless steel piston holds screen and 

arm firmly in place
• Strong and robust hinge mechanism
• Elegantly concealed fixings
• Standard, bespoke and wetroom 

dimensions available
• Suitable for ANY bathroom
• Provides exceptional protection for other 

bathroom surfaces and products
• All components fully replaceable from the 

front of the product
• 1 year guarantee on all parts of 

the product
• Available in Polished Silver or 

Brilliant White

The stylish Outasight unit sits 
neatly on your bathroom wall 
without the need for fixtures 
and fittings. with its ergonomic 
and unimposing design the 
outasight unit will completely 
enhance the overall look of your 
bathroom.

After opening the screen you 
will notice that it covers 80% 
of the bathing/showering area 
where as other shower screen 
manufacturers only provide a 
maximum of 40% coverage; 
making the outasight screen 
twice as effective as any other 
product available.

Once the front profile has been 
lifted it will reveal the bespoke 
designed piston, rail and folded 
acrylic screen which is held in 
place by a retaining clip. with 
the unique design of the shower 
screen you are guaranteed total 
anti leakage whilst showering.

Coated with a specialist dual 
lamination, the screen dries 
quickly and can be folded 
away, restoring the beautiful 
surroundings of your bathroom 
environment whilst providing a 
feeling of ‘open space’.

Dimensions available:

1425 x 1425 mm

Bespoke Dimensions  
Available on Request 1 2

3 4
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wetroom & bespoke

Outasight is truly one of a kind! An original 
and patented product there is no other 
alternative in the market; the options are 
quite simple Outasight, glass or a curtain 
and rail and we are confident that you will 
make the right choice.

The total objective of our highly specialist 
team of engineers and designers was to 

develop and pioneer a completely new 
showering solution that provided greater 
space, is completely discreet blending ‘out 
of sight’ to rest focus on other fixtures and 
fittings within your bathroom environment 
and most importantly, safe and hygienic for 
the entire family,

The idea of a ‘completely open’ yet water sealed 
room is a truly innovative design in home bathing. 
When designed correctly, it is a truly stunning 
achievement for any home. 

A wetroom is completely versatile and can be 
adapted for small en-suites or large luxury 
bathrooms, both upstairs and downstairs. The 
Outasight wetroom screen is perfectly concealed, 
so no doors or glass, it is the perfect solution 
providing complete shower screening in a totally 
open bathing environment.

The Outasight product is the only product that 
allows your wetroom to be entirely open; no glass 
showering walls that encroach into the perfect 
open space you are trying to create. Faultlessly 
providing superior showering, enhanced access 
and more space than any other solution in the 
market. Perfectly designed for you and your 
wetroom, we provide bespoke measurements to 
ensure that you have achieved your dream  
with precision.

The only sensible choice for  
wetroom bathing!

outasight  
v’s glass screenBENEFITS:

• Bespoke dimensions for smaller/unusual 
shaped bathrooms that glass screens cannot 
accommodate for

• The ONLY solution to having a completely 
open wetroom (no glass) whilst still 
protecting the highly valuable bathroom 
fittings and accessories

• The most ACCESSABLE solution for persons 
with disabilities or mobility limitations for 
either wetroom or walk in shower/baths

Wetroom  
Dimensions available:

H 1825 x L825mm, L925mm, L1025mm, L1225mm  

H 1925 x L825mm, L925mm, L1025mm, L1225mm

Bespoke Dimensions  
Available on Request
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outasight v’s glass screen

As opposed to a traditional fixed glass screen 
which remains over the bath whilst bathing; the 
Outasight when closed provides an ‘open space’ for 
bathing as opposed to the bather feeling ‘trapped 
or enclosed’ with a glass screen. It creates a feeling 
of ‘more space’ within the bathroom.

The Outasight screen makes getting into the bath 
(to either shower or bathe) or into a wetroom/
shower cubicle far less physically demanding than 
a glass screen. It provides greater and safer access 
for persons of all ages, particularly persons with 
limited mobility and disabilities. The wetroom 
provides totally ‘open’ entry for wheelchair access 
and assisted showering.

Outasight makes supporting the bathing of 
children/elderly in the bath/shower much safer 
and easier as all areas of the bath can accessed 
when the screen is closed. This is not the case with 
a glass screen!

All components can be sourced and have been 
selected for their quality, durability and ease to 
clean. There are NO special cleaning requirements 
for the shower screen and Outasight have 
developed and supply a Treatment Spray for 
cleaning the screen and all components of the 
unit (bleach based, abrasive or corrosive cleaning 
products should not be used as they will damage 
the screen and components of the unit). Unlike a 
glass screen which quickly builds reside of product 
(shampoo, body wash etc) used when bathing/
showering, lime scale, water marks on the glass 
and mould in the seals; a glass screen has to be 
meticulously looked after to keep the bathroom 
looking and feeling clean and hygienic.

If a person using either the bath/shower/wetroom 
version were to slip/fall, Outasight is a far safer 
product which would eliminate any damages to a 
person if they were to fall into/onto the Outasight 
screen when open and in use, as opposed to ‘glass’ 
which would injure/wound the user.

The colour options blend discreetly within the 
bathroom environment and are aesthetically 
pleasing. The aluminium profile merges tastefully 
to enable other bathroom fittings to remain the 
focus within the bathroom.

The total weight for the screen is 3.2kg which is 
considerably less than the weight of an average 
glass screen; therefore it does not require any 
structural reinforcement to accommodate the 
screen and it can be fitted onto almost any type of 
finished surface (tiling, plasterboard etc).

The screen itself is specially manufactured with a 
‘dual treatment’ to ensure that it will not go damp 
or discolour. This special lamination combined 
with the acrylic coating ensures that the screen 
will maintain its colour, hygiene and durability for 
years to come.

The simplicity and ease of installation is 
inexpensive and does not require a professional 
plumber/fitter to install. Detailed installation 
instructions are provided and the screen is 
installed with 4 x stainless steel screws and 
silicone.

All components are interchangeable and can be 
done so without the need to remove the screen 
from the wall. Once installed Outasight need 
never be removed again with every component 
replaceable from the front of the product. Unlike 
glass screens which many brands require full 
removal of the screen from the wall to replace 
worn/damaged seals, hinges and profiles the 
Outasight can be utilised for life!

The ‘over bath’ screen when fully open extends to 
1425mm, providing a greater coverage of water 
protection than a glass screen. Almost 80% of a 
standard size bath is covered by the screen once 
fully extended.

The design of this unique product guarantees that 
it provides total water protection, that means NO 
leakages whatsoever! The soft pleated screen sits 
just inside the rim of the bath and this causes the 
water to deflect and run straight into the bath. 
Actually, the higher the water pressure is, the  
more the screen seals against the bath. Total 
bathroom protection!

Greater Protection1

Easy access4

Safety Comes First!6

Easy & Simple 
Installation10

Replacement
Components11

Silver/White
Colour Options7

Light Weight8

Health, Hygiene
& Durability9

Easy to Clean5

Total Anti Leakage2

Space Saving3
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For our team at Outasight we believe that not 
only can the concept of the screens be award 
winning, but so must every facet of the product 
from design to manufacturing. Every small detail 
is meticulously approved by our highly specialist 
team of designers and manufacturing processes. 
Each and every individual component has been 
rigorously sourced from leading UK manufacturers 
to ensure that the final Outasight product that you 
place in your home with pride, is of the highest 
quality and superior to any other showering 
solution in the market.

The product really is the world’s most elite and 
we wanted to bring the Outasight quality to your 
attention; we are confident that our efforts should 
not go unnoticed.

HIGHEST GRADE ALUMINIUM PROFILE

Extruded within the United Kingdom from the 
highest grade aluminium the screen profile is 
available in an option of highly polished silver or 
powder coated white and if cared for correctly 
should last a life time

‘DUAL TREATED’ SHOWER SCREEN

The highly specialist screen is manufactured by 
a global leader based in Germany. The screen is 
manufactured with a ‘dual treatment’ to ensure that 
the screen will not go damp or discolour. The screen 
is laminated and treated to make it completely 
power shower proof; the rigidity is exceptional 
and is ‘tear proof’. It will provide continuous daily 
hygiene, keeping the screen fresh and clean for the 
whole family. The specialist treatment means the 
screen after showering when dry can be returned 
back to its closed position.

BENEFITS:
• Power shower proof
• ‘Dual Treated’ so the screen will not go 

damp or discolour
• Special lamination ensures it is ‘tear proof’
• Continuous Daily Hygiene
• Family Friendly for all ages
• Screen after showering when dry can be 

returned back to its closed position 
after showering

Outasight (Shower Screen) Ltd, 

Unit 12, Delta Court, Sky Business Park, Robin Hood Airport, Doncaster, DN9 3GN

t: 01302 775456 
International t: +44 1302 775456
sales@outasightshowerscreen.com 

www.outasightshowerscreen.com

WARRANTY for the Outasight Shower Screen is only valid on sales and installation of the product within the United Kingdom & Ireland

The Outasight Shower Screen is designed, manufactured and distributed within the UK by Outasight (Shower Screen) Ltd

HIGHEST GRADE  
STAINLESS STEEL PISTON

This highly specialist piston is manufactured by 
global leading brand CAMLOC. Using the highest 
grade 316L Stainless Steel rod and tube give 
increased corrosion resistance in industrial, marine 
and coastal environments which is why this calibre 
of piston is the only piston of our choice and used 
on ALL Outasight screens. 

BENEFITS:
• High Corrosion Resistance
• 1000 hours ‘salt spray’ testing
• 5 year testing ‘life capacity’
• (Outasight front profile being extended and not 

returned to closing position)
• 316L Stainless Steel Rod & Tube
• Custom designed exclusively for Outasight 
• Provides soft opening and closing mechanism
• Exceptional rigidity, support and safety

ALL OTHER COMPONENTS

ALL other components are sourced and 
manufactured within the United Kingdom. Our 
company and team take great pride in this fact as 
very few other UK/European manufacturers hold 
full procuring and manufacturing solutions within 
one facility. Outasight produce and manufacture 
in full on home soil, guaranteeing our team have 
full control of the entire manufacturing and quality 
processes. Confident in the knowledge that our 
customers will continually receive the highest 
quality of products and aftercare.

BENEFITS:
• Complete in house procurement guaranteeing 

only the highest quality of components are used
• Complete in house production guaranteeing 

only the highest quality of product leaves our 
production facility at all times

• Complete peace of mind for our export partners 
and end users

Outasight is the ONLY sensible solution to 
protecting your bathroom environment when 
showering!
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